
Physiol-03A13 Briefly describe the principles and sources of error in the 
measurement of systemic arterial blood pressure using an automated 
oscillometric non-invasive monitor. 
 
Background 
 
Automated non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP) monitors commonly used in 
anaesthesia often uses the principle of oscillometry 
 
Oscillometry refers to the variation in oscillatory amplitude of pressure within a 
deflating cuff overlying an artery 
 
Setup and Principles of Automatic Oscillometric NIBP 
 
Setup = cuff containing an inflatable bladder, connected to (1) air insufflation port 
and (2) pressure transduction port 
 
Method  
(1) Correctly position appropriately sized cuff over artery (see below) 
(2) Inflate cuff to pressure more than sufficient to completely occlude artery 
(3) Slowly deflate cuff 
(4) Transduce gauge pressure and pulse pressure wave of cuff 
(5) Analyse oscillatory signals 
 
Oscillometric analysis 

 
 
Oscillations are due to pulsatile blood flow past the partially compressed artery 
 
First onset of oscillations = blood flow able to overcome external compression by cuff 
! approximates the systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
 
Point of maximal oscillatory amplitude = buckling or maximum compliance in artery 
! approximates the mean arterial pressure (MAP) 
 
There are several methods of defining diastolic blood pressure (DBP): 
(1) point of maximum reduction in rate of change of oscillatory amplitude 
(2) assuming diastole is a fixed fraction of the cardiac cycle – e.g. two thirds 
∴ MAP = SBP/3 + 2DBP/3 ! DBP = (3MAP – SBP)/2 
(3) point when amplitude of oscillation is a fixed proportion of the maximum 
e.g. studies have shown DBP occurs when oscillatory amplitude is 0.85 that of MAP 
(4) some other proprietary algorithm 



Sources of Error 
 
Patient errors 
(1) Irregular pulse rate ± rhythm – e.g. inaccurate in atrial fibrillation 
(2) Excessive patient movement during measurement – e.g. tremulous patient 
(3) Inaccurate when measuring very low blood pressures 
(4) Calcified non-compressible artery 
(5) Pain caused by high cuff pressure influences baseline NIBP 
 
Equipment errors 
(6) Inappropriate cuff size – cuff length should be 2/3 of upper arm; cuff diameter 
should be 20% larger than arm diameter (small cuff ! over-estimation of NIBP) 
(7) Cuff not placed at heart level 
(8) External compression of cuff – e.g. lower limb during lateral positioning 
(9) Other equipment or measurement errors – e.g. calibration or transducer errors 
 
Examiner’s comments – This question was passed by 81% of candidates. 

Most candidates demonstrated a good understanding of the principles of the device 
and the strengths and weaknesses in detection of systolic, diastolic and mean 
pressures. 

Some candidates presented their answer as if this device was synonymous with a 
particular brand. It is very reasonable to present the specifications of a particular 
brand as an example of such a device but not to imply that there is only one type. 

Some descriptions of the equipment were problematic. 

The concept of the bladder within the cuff was often not clear and lead to confusion 
about describing the positioning and size of the bladder. Descriptions of the 
recommended dimensions of the cuff (and bladder) often did not specify whether 
length or width were being presented. 

There were some instances of confusion between historical two tube and two cuff 
equipment (particularly oscillotonometry cf oscillometry) and current single cuff and 
tube equipment. Occasional candidates also confused detection of oscillations with 
detection of Korotkoff sounds. Modern oscillometry devices have the transducer in 
the control box not in the cuff. 

Formulas presented for calculating the diastolic pressure were often presented as 
variations of Mean Arterial Pressure = Diastolic Arterial Pressure + 1/3 pulse 
pressure. These were usually technically correct but would be better presented as 
Diastolic Arterial Pressure = a formula related to directly measured parameters (or 
other algorithm related to change in percentage size of oscillations detected). 

 


